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ICON Visual Privacy

Visual distraction can be detrimental to our focus and 
concentration. In addition, our abilities to read visual 
cues help us to understand speech better and so 
increase the potential for distraction. Use this product 
to reduce visual distraction or improve visual privacy. 

ICON Speech Privacy

Distraction distance is perhaps the most important 
measure in open plan office acoustic assessments. 
When someone speaks, a certain number of people 
around them will be able to hear them clearly and will 
most likely be distracted by them. Use this product in 
conjunction with others to reduce distraction distance 
and improve speech privacy.. 

ICON A – Absorb

This product is acoustically absorbent and reduces the 
reflection of sound off hard surfaces. 

ICON B – Block   

This product is suitably dense to reduce the 
transmission of speech sounds from one area to 
another. Creating barriers to sound disrupts the sound 
path which means that sound travels less efficiently 
across the space. 

Proper advice
We have made it easier for you to find the  
best interior solution to meet your needs.
These helpful icons will give you a quick  
overview of each of our products properties.. 

ICON S– Space saving   

This solution is built to fit in modern, flexible facilities 
that need the ability to reconfigure or move furniture  
rapidly and efficiently. The product construction and 
design make it easy to handle. Use this product in an 
agile environment or where you need a space saving 
solution.

ICON M– Multiple functions   

This product is versatile and multifunctional and can be 
used in a varietiy of facilities for several different tasks. 

CL
ICON CL – Cooperative learning

Adaption and flexibility is important in modern  
educational  facilities. This icon means that the solution 
can easily change from one function to another – from 
lecturing stage to group work in seconds. 

ICON Reverberation Control

Rooms with too much reverberation (echo) can be 
uncomfortable and normal conversation may be 
difficult. Additional absorption is required to reduce 
reverberation by preventing reflection off hard surfaces. 
Use this product, along with others, for the control of 
reverberation at speech frequencies.   



Canteen
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FourSure® 44 | FourReal® 74 Room in Room
Designed by Strand & Hvass / Four Design
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FourWood®
Designed by Strand & Hvass
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FourWood® Table brings wooden furniture into  interior design of 
tomorrow. The frame can be folded without compromising quality 
or design. The table is solidly manufactured - with precision and 
care for the detail. The beautiful lines of the FourWood® series are 
created by architect duo StrandHvass

The solution fits the FourStool®, FourCast2® and FourSure® chair 
family. The table is available in 3 different heights and you can 
choose extra features for further optimisation.Choose table top 
finishes among our selected colours to make the perfect solution 
for an inviting environment.

Features & Options
Foldable
Table-linking available
Frame in European oaktree
Mat-lacquered legs as standard
Optional black-lacquered legs
Available in different table-sizes 
Part of extensive range and matches FourSure®, FourMe® and 
FourCast2® families
Easy to clean
Parts can be seperated and recycled

FourWood® Table 74, 90, 105 
Design: Strand & Hvass

Dim: 
120 x 70 cm | 120 x 80 cm | 140 x 70 cm

140 x 80 cm | 180 x 70 cm | 180 x 80 cm

200 x 70 cm | 200 x 80 cm
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Get the best from two worlds. With the clean look of the FourSure® 
shell contrasting nicely against the solid oak base with matt-
lacquered finish, uou get an evident solution for the meeting or 
dining table. The base is seamlessly finger jointed and the organic 
lines of FourSure® perfectly matches the FourWood® selection as 
well as the FourReal® family of tables. Choose with comfortable 
seat pad or inside upholstery to add extra character. 

Features & Options
Mat-lacqured legs in European oaktree
Option for black-lacquered legs
Optional seat- or inside upholstery 
Available in other heights (fits table-height 74, 90 & 105)
Fits in chairsuspension
Flexible back
Easy to clean
Can be seperated in to parts and recycled

Bracing bars sculpted from powder-coated steel serves as a 
clever footrest providing with a practical perching spot, making 
FourSure® Wood 90 and 90 a perfect solution for a cashual yet 
stylish high chair fit for various occasions.

Features & options
Features & Options
Option of full, partly og no upholstery
Produced in European oaktree
Footrest in our standard powder-coatings
Fits chair suspension 
Part of a wide range
Stool available in other heights
Matt-lacquered finish
Black lacquered legs available
Parts can be separted and recycled

FourSure® Wood 44 
Design: Strand & Hvass

FourSure® Wood 90 & 105
Design: Strand & Hvass
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FourWood® Stool & Bench are updating traditional design with 
modern, Nordic style. Choose your solution with comfortably 
padded seat - or without  for the clean, natural look of the 
beautifully bended wood. The stool and bences are crafted from a 
solid wooden matt-lackered frame to prevent staining. 

Features & options
Stool fits chair suspension
Produced in European wood
Part of a wide range
Stool available in other heights
Bench available in different lengths
Matt-lacquered finish
Black lacquered legs available
Parts can be separated and recycled

FourWood® Stoo is crafted from a solid wooden matt-lackered 
frame to prevent staining. Bracing bars sculpted from powder-
coated steel serves as a clever footrest providing with a practical 
perching spot, making FourWood® Stool a perfect solution for a 
cashual yet stylish seating in any enviroment.

Features & options
Features & Options
Option of full, partly og no upholstery
Produced in European oaktree
Footrest in our standard powder-coatings
Fits chair suspension 
Part of a wide range
Stool available in other heights
Matt-lacquered finish
Black lacquered legs available
Parts can be separted and recycled

FourWood® Stool & Bench 
Design: Strand & Hvass

FourWood® Stool 90 & 105
Design: Strand & Hvass
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The FourStool® and FourBench® comprises bended oak seats 
with frames made of tubular steel in our palette of selected 
powder coatings. Simple and elegant solutions that can easily take 
different expression with the choice of upholstered seat padding. 
FourStool® and FourBench® matches our other families in design as 
well as function .

Features & options
Option of full, partly og no upholstery
Legs in our standard powder-coatings
Fits chair suspension 
Part of a wide range
Stool available in other heights
Bench available in different lengths
Parts can be separated and recycled

FourReal® Stool  
& FourReal® Bench
Design: Strand & Hvass
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The four-legged FourSure® 44 serves perfectly as a meeting and/or 
dining chair. The flexible shell offers superb back support. You can choose 
vibrant colours for an energetic image or maybe go with calm tones for 
a more natural and Nordic look. FourSure® 44 with inside upholstery 
is a popular choice; the combination of the shell and fabric makes it an 
interesting and beautiful chair, and wooden legs can be added for an even 
warmer feel.

Features
Excellent seating comfort
Armrest options
Stackable on matching trolley
Linking Device under the seat options
Teflon glides as standard
InnoNote® writing tablet
Monochrome powder coating on frame
Wooden legs
Castors (4)
Outdoor options
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, EN 1021-1
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives

FourSure®44
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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FourSure® 88 
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

Add beautiful, slim lines to the FourSure® chair by choosing a 
skid frame. FourSure® 88 can be upgraded with fixed seat pad 
or inside upholstery for even better comfort. 

Have you seen the monochrome versions too?

The chair is highly suitable for ancillary areas, canteens or 
casual meeting facilities.

Features
W: 52,5 cm, H:84 cm D: 53 cm, sitting H: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white, black or warm grey 
Armrest
InnoNote® writing tablet
Linking device
Chair suspension
Trolley and sack trolley
Griphole
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, GS, EN 1021-1
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives

We dare to say...
The organically shaped design creates a 
fantastic coherency and graphic feel to the 
room. We love it, when we see how clients’ 
explore the possibilities and maybe even dare 
to break the colour theme with one or several 
colours. Who would you rather eat lunch 
with: the calm and quiet one or the fun and 
energetic...?

88 great reasons...Almost.
• Super stackable

• Optional armrests

• Seat or inside upholstery

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

22



 Get inspired on instagram
#FourSureByFourDesign
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Part of the more curvaceous FourSure® range, the FourSure® 44 is 
an extremely comfortable four-legged stacking chair available with 
or without arms. FourSure® 44 is extremely comfortable due to its 
unique V-shape, flexible back and organic curves. FourSure® 44 is the 
perfect choice for canteens, meeting rooms, lecture rooms, or for 
office visitor seating.

Features
FourSure® 44
W: 51,5 cm, H.:84 cm, D: 53 cm, sitting height 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black or warm grey frame
Wooden legs
Castors (4)
Armrest
InnoNote® writing tablet
Linking device
Chair suspension
Trolley and sack trolley 
Griphole
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, EN 1021-1
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives

FourReal® 74 
80 x 80,  H: 74 cm, 120 x 80, H: 74 cm, 128 x 65, H: 74 cm
140 x 70 cm, H: 74 cm , 140 x 80 cm, H: 74 cm , 180 x 80, H: 74 cm , Ø 
120, H: 74 cm
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black or warm grey  
Wooden legs
Chair suspension
Linking device
Trolley for 10 tables
Cable duct
EN 15372 L2
The table can be separated into parts and recycled

Why choose FourSure 44®?
• It’s stackable

• You have the option of 2 different armrests

• You can choose seat or inside upholstery

• Neet poly shell 

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

FourSure®44 & FourReal® 74
Designed by Strand & Hvass / Four Design
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 Get inspired on instagram
#CanteenByFourDesign
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FourSure® 90 and FourSure® 105 are elegant, stackable skid 
frame high chairs for higher level working and dining. 

The FourSure® 90 and FourSure® 105 are designed to 
complement the FourReal® tables where  partitions can be 
added to create flexible and private work spaces. The chairs 
come in various attractive colours.

Features
W: 52,5 cm, H:101/112 cm D: 55 cm, sitting H: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black or warm grey 
Chair suspension
Griphole
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, GS, EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives

The chair can be separated into parts and recycled   

Why FourSure® 90 & 105? 
• Stackable

• Seat or inside upholstery

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

FourSure® 90 & 105
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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FourCast2®
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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FourReal® 90 | Room In Room
Designed by Four Design
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FourCast2® Counter | High
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

 Get inspired on instagram
#ByFourDesign
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FourCast2® Line & Four
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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The FourCast2® Line skid frame chair tells a story of clear, 
contemporary, Scandinavian design that blends in perfectly in any 
canteen or conference facility, where it is frequently used. The chair 
is available with armrest and can be stacked for maximum efficiency 
and ergonomic handling. Choose seat pad or full upholstery for 
extra seating comfort and to add custom style.

Features
W: 52,5 cm, H:85 cm, D: 52 cm, sitting height: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black or warm grey frame
Armrest
InnoNote® writing tablet
Linking device
Chair suspension
Trolley and sack trolley
Griphole
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, GS, EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

It’s all in the construction...
The new chair construction creates a strong 
durable frame without the need for a cross bar, 
so enhancing the clean lines of the design. We 
recommend that 18 upright chairs is the maximum 
stacking number..

Why choose FourCast2® Line?
• Super stackable

• Optional armrests

• Seat pad or full upholstery

• Wooden or Poly shell

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

FourCast2® Line
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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 Get inspired on instagram
#FourCastLineByFourDesign
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FourCast2® Four & FourEating®
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

The FourCast2® Four is perfect in canteens, conference 
centres, educational establishments. FourEating® is a 
versatile folding table ideal for canteen, learning or meeting 
environments. The option of a chair suspension system 
allows chairs to hang under the table-top, clear of the ground, 
to prevent the practice of stacking chairs on tables when 
cleaning. Integrated castors on two legs and height adjustment 
glides aids movement and levelling.

Features
FourCast2® Four
HW: 51,5 cm, H:85 cm D: 50 cm, sitting H 45,5 cm
 Powder coated cast aluminium, chrome and wooden legs 
options 
Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white, black or warm grey frame
Armrest
InnoNote® writing tablet
Linking device
Chair suspension
Trolley and sack trolley
Griphole
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

FourEating®
80 x 80 cm, 120 x 80 cm, 140 x 80 cm, 160 x 80 cm,  
180 x 80 cm, Ø 120 cm
Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black or warm grey frame
Chair suspension
Linking device
Trolley for 10 tables
Cable duct
Modesty panel
EN 15372 L2
The table can be separated into parts and recycled

What canteen workers say...
We get great feedback from people around 
the globe who use FourCast Four and 
FourEating everyday. The solution has helped 
their efficiency and ensured better ergonomic 
lifting and handling when moving furniture. 
FourEating is frequently used in canteens and 
conference facilities where its super flexible 
and agile construction allows it to be easily and 
quickly reconfigured.

Why choose FourCast2® Four?
• Super stackable

• Optional armrests

• Full or seat upholstery

• Wooden or Poly shell

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

Why choose FourEating®?
• Easily foldable by one person

• 2 integrated castors for easy transportation

• Prepared for chair suspension

• Durable ABS edging

• Stackable on optional trolley

36



 Get inspired on instagram
#CanteenByFourDesign
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FourCast2® Four with armrest is a four-legged stacking chair 
with pliant back and the signature v-shape. The solution is  
designed to offer maximum support and additional extras can 
be added to ensure even more efficiency and better ergonomic 
handling in  
canteen- or conference facilities, where the chair is an obvious 
choice.

Features
W: 56,5 / 59 cm, H:85 cm, D: 50 cm, sitting H: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced or
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt  lacquered white, black or 
warm grey 
Linking device
Chair suspension for short armrest
Trolley and sack trolley
Griphole
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

   

The 50.000 combinations chair..
You get almost countless possibilities for shell 
colours, upholstery and frames. Actually more 
than 50.000 combinations.  
We leave it up to you to make FourCast Four 
your own.   

Why choose FourCast2® Four with 
armrest?
• Stackable

• Option seat or fully upholstred

• Wooden or Polyshell

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Feets and assembly construction are noise reducing

FourCast2® Four with armrest
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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FourMe® 44
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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Meeting  
In style & 
maximum  
comfort 
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FourCast2® One
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

FourCast2® Evo
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

FourSure® 11
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

FourSure® 99
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

FourMe® 11
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

FourMe® 99
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

FourCast2® XL
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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FourSure® 44
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

The four-legged FourSure® 44 serves perfectly as a meeting 
and/or dining chair. The flexible shell offers superb back support. 
You can choose vibrant colours for an energetic image or 
maybe go with calm tones for a more natural and Nordic look. 
Four Sure® 44 with inside upholstery is a popular choice; the 
combination of the shell and fabric makes it an interesting 
and beautiful chair, and wooden legs can be added for an even 
warmer feel.
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 Get inspired on instagram
#FourSure44ByFourDesign
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FourCast2® One, the casual yet stylish meeting chair on  
four-legged swivel frame with optional armrest. You can choose 
features to add more mobility and efficiency in the versatile 
meeting room. Combine colours, frames and upholstery by wish.

Features
W: 56,5/ 59 cm, H:85 cm D: 50 cm, sitting H: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Frame: Chrome(III) / Aluminium / Matt lacquered white , black or 
warm grey 
Castors (4)
EN 16139 L2, EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

   

Why FourCast2® One? 
• Seat or fully upholstered

• Wooden or Polyshell

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

• Option return mechanism

• Built-in free float system

FourCast2® One
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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FourSure® 11
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

FourSure® 11, with its superb seating comfort and calm, organic 
shapes, makes an excellent meeting chair. Choose your FourSure® 
11 in just tha colours that complement the room design. FourSure® 
11 is available in various  attractive colours from our standard 
palette, and can be upgraded with seat and inside upholstery, 
armrest, castors and return function.

Features
W: 59 cm, H:84 cm D: 53 cm, sitting H: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black or warm grey 
Castors (4)
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

   

Why FourSure® 11? 
• Seat or inside upholstery

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

• Return mechanism

• Built in free float system
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FourMe® 11
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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FourCast2® Evo
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

FourCast2® Evo adds comfort and style to the meeting table. The 
chair comes with aluminium base as standard,  and optional gaslift, 
castors and armrest can be added for optimizing mobility and 
adaption. For extra comfort, you can choose optional seat pad or 
full upholstery. 

Features
W: 56,5/ 59 cm, H:85 cm D: 50 cm, sitting H: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Frame: Chrome(III) /Aluminium / Matt lacquered white , black or 
warm grey 
EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

Why FourCast2® Evo ? 
• Seat or fully upholstered

• Wooden or Polyshell

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

• Option return mechanism

• Built in free float system
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 Get inspired on instagram
#MeetingByFourDesign
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FourSure® 99
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

Sophisticated, cashual and durable. The expression of simplicity 
is what makes this chair a great choice for the modern meeting 
interior. With optional armrest you get a feel of privacy though 
sitting around a full table. The chair is highly customisable – you 
can choose seat pad or inside upholstery to add more comfort 
and mix colours to make FourSure® 99 your very own.

Features
W: 59 cm, H:84 cm D: 53 cm, sitting H: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black or 
warm grey 
EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

   

What you maybe didn’t know...
What you maybe didn’t know... 
The Loop armrest is a new addition to our chair 
families. 
Just by adding an armrest to a meeting chair you 
help prevent 
invasion of your space (from direct contact to 60 
cm). By adding an armrest you can help eliminate 
the feeling of having your territory invaded 
and thereby reduce the activity in our natural 
centre of fear (amygdala); this enables better 
concentration around the meeting table.

Why FourSure® 99? 
• Seat or inside upholstery

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

• Return mechanism

• Built-in free-float system
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With excellent seating comfort and broad leather topped 
arms, FourCast2® XL is an elegant armchair for the meeting or 
boardroom. Fully upholstered, the FourCast2® XL is classically 
chosen in leather, but is available in a wide variety of fabrics. The 
four star base is fitted with glides, whereas the five star base has 
the option of castors and gas lift. An automatic return can also 
be selected on chairs without castors. 

The high back FourCast2® XL Plus is also available. It offers the 
same features as the XL with the addition of a higher back rest 
for enhanced comfort.

Features
W: 59 cm, H:84 cm D: 53 cm, sitting H: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white, black or warm grey 
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
Castors (4)
Gas lift
EN 15373
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives

The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

   

Something to consider...
The FourCast XL chair is an extremely comfortable 
and stylish choice for the meeting room.  
With almost endless upholstery options you can 
choose the exact look to match your interior.

Why FourCast2® XL? 
• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Return mechanism

• Built in free float system

FourCast2® XL & XL Plus
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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 Get inspired on instagram
#ConferenceByFourDesign
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An elegant meeting and conference table with a knife edge 
detail, FourMat® has a T-frame in aluminium and is available as 
a single table or a modular system. Table tops are offered in a 
wide range of MDF and veneers as well as high precision nano 
laminates for greater heat and scratch resistance.

Features
Table height 72,5 cm
Standard with Waterfall edge
Aluminium frame 
Matching ABS edges
Motorized adjustable height options
The table can be separated into parts and recycled

   

Why choose FourMat®? 
• Designed to match FourCast Evo/XL

• Designed to match FourSure 99

• Super durable

• Elegant

FourMat® & FourCast2® XL
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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 Get inspired on instagram
#FourMatByFourDesign
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FourMe® 99
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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Designed by Strand & Hvass , the Four Sure 11® is an extension to 
the acclaimed Four family. Four Sure 11® is designed for maximum 
comfort with the unique V-shaped back. 

Four Sure 11® is available in all 9 attractive Four colours and can be 
upgraded with seat and inside upholstery, armrest, castors and 
return.

Features
W: 59 cm, H:84 cm D: 53 cm, sitting H: 45,5 cm
Polyshell in 9  different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black or 
stonegrey 
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
 Weight 9,25  kg
Castors (4)
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled
EN 16139 L2,Ansi/Bifma X 5.1,EN 1021-1
 ISO 14001

5 year warranty

   

Why Four Sure 11®? 
• Seat or inner upholstery

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

• Return mechanism

• Built in free float system

Four Sure 11®
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
FourMe®
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

The FourMe® armchair is designed to bring in a warm, more domestic 
feel to the public space interior. The ultra soft surface of the shell 
chair is enforced with excess fibers from European lumber production. 
The wooden fibers are visible to the eyes making every chair unique. 
Add upholstery for more character or leave it as it is with the super 
soft touch and natural appeal.

Features
Wooden frame options
Polyamide glides as standard 
Powder coated frame options
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 Get inspired on instagram
#FouMeByFourDesign
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FourMe® 44 &  
FourReal® 741 Flake
Designed by Strand & Hvass / Anders Nørgaard
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 Get inspired on instagram
#FourRealByFourDesign
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FourReal® 741 Flake
Designed by Anders Nørgaard

66



 Half Elipse  Elipse Diamond

Create and recreate, again and again, the meeting room design with 
FourReal® 741 Flake tables. These innovations are built on the ideas 
of democratic design and developed to meet the needs for agile and 
flexible solutions for people to meet at eye level. FourReal® is an 
inspiring framework for cooperation and mobility for any working 
environment. 

The tangible design and organic shapes and curves makes FourReal® 
741 Flake a natural gathering point, whether for 4 or 10 people. Four 
Real® tables can be used to create  a dynamic and fun space as the 
options can be connected and reconfigured to create a whole new  
room design. The tables are designed by Nørgaard Design.

Shapes & combinations:
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Room in Room & FourReal®
Designed by Four Design 

By simply clipping the FourReal® space-in-space partition to the 
FourReal® table you create small intimate work areas in larger 
rooms. The clever design allows one person to quickly create a 
workspace with improved acoustics and a sense of privacy.

Features
Board with decor laminate with ABS edging
138 x 138 cm
Acoustic panels and wipe boards available
The Room in Room can be separated into parts and recycled 

   

Why choose Room in Room? 
• RinR can be fittet to all FourReal tables

• RinR can be removed and stored with the folding tables

• Tables can be upgraded with RinR at a later date

• Optional fabric acoustic panel

• Make even “dead” square meters usable
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Room In Room
Designed by Four Design
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Why choose Room in Room? 
• RinR are be removable and easily stored along  

with the folding Four Real tables

• Tables can be upgraded with RinR at a later date

• Creates the perfect spot for group dynamics

• Optional fabric acoustic panel

• Enables ‘dead’ square-meters
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Room In Room
Designed by Four Design
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 Get inspired on instagram
#RoomInRoomByFourDesign
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FourReal® A is a clever, space saving solution as it offers as a 
multi-purpose furniture for spaces in all scales. The FourReal® A 
is suitable for break out areas and dining facilities and different 
occasions. By simply adding lighting or biophilia you get an 
enclosing and comfortable spot for dining, collaborating or solo 
work.

Features
Legs: ø32 x 2.5 mm., S235 steel, EN 10305-3 F300C
Rail: Aluminium EN AW-6063 T.
2 integrated castors PUR/PA6
For 6-8 people
Table tops: Decor / High pressure laminate /* 
Fenix-Nano laminate / Linoleum
Mobile / build-in castors in one end
Slanted legs
Top shelfs available
Chair suspension available
Can be separated into parts and recycled   

Why FourReal®? 
• Space-saving - multifunctional

• Part of extensive table and chair family

• Choice of several finishes

• Enhance any space

• Durable

• Slim design 

FourReal® A 74 & 90
Designed by Four Design
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Fabricks™

Designed by Nigel Sikora

•  Super acoustic bricks - look fabulous, divide 
space and reduce noise 

•  Simple quick reconfiguration to create  
new spaces

• Four different brick styles

• Eight different brick sizes, including 90º corner

•  Extruded aluminium posts can house power 
and data cables

• Over 30 standard colours

• Class A sound absorption

• Tested to ISO 10053/BS EN ISO 354:2003

Fabricks™
Designed by Nigel Sikora

What the experts say...
Fabricks™ is unique in its versatility and performance. As a 
Class A absorber it can be used effectively for the control of 
reverberation within a space; however, it is also an effective 
screen against noise and has good sound attenuation 
properties, which means it can be used to improve both speech 
and visual privacy. Due to its easily reconfigurable nature, the 
user can adjust the size and shape of Fabricks™ to create spaces 
of different levels of acoustic privacy. 

To get the most out of the product, it is best installed in an 
area where there is a highly absorbent acoustic ceiling and 
appropriate levels of ambient noise.

Features
2D flat face and 3D sculptured face lightweight bricks
3 different lengths (30 cm, 60 cm or 120 cm),  
2 different heights (20 cm or 40 cm)
90° corner bricks  
Typical configurations 160 cm, 180 cm or 200 cm high
Over 30 standard colours from Camira Blazer Lite
Extruded aluminium posts with ability to house power and 
data cables 
Standard post heights can be combined easily  
(e.g. 600mm post + 180 cm post  = 240 cm high wall)
Steel base 30 cm, 60 cm, 120 cm and corner
Tested to ISO 10053 and BS EN ISO 354:2003 
Class A sound absorption BS EN ISO 11654
Minimum of 95% recyclable 
5 year warranty

Why Fabricks?
• Reduced dilapidation costs

• No mechanical or engineering reconfiguration 

• Easy reconfiguration

• Match fabrics to furniture

Fabricks™ are super acoustic bricks made from acoustic foam and 
wool fabric, designed to look fabulous, divide space and reduce 
noise. Quickly configured and reconfigured, Fabricks™ offer the 
flexibility to change spaces in the modern open plan workplace 
by creating walls for meeting spaces and individual work areas; 
the dynamic of a space and even the location of power can be 
altered in moments.

With great acoustic credentials, Fabricks™ combats the 
poor acoustics and visual distractions that lead to reduced 
productivity. Fabricks™ are tested to ISO 10053 and BS EN ISO 
354:2003 achieving Class A sound absorption  
(BS EN ISO 11654) and fantastic sound attenuation results.

Fabricks™ is a modular system of extremely lightweight bricks, 
a simple steel base and extruded aluminium posts; it is easy 
to specify and easy to build. The ‘house brick’ style gives 
interlocking rigidity to the design. The extruded aluminium posts 
also accommodate power and data cables and can be combined 
retrospectively to alter the height of walls.

Walls can be created with traditional 2D flat face bricks,  
or 3D sculptured face bricks, offering a beautiful textured finish. 
The fabric colour options and pixelated nature of the bricks allow 
you to match decor and seating fabric.

Fabricks™ offer great acoustic and visual privacy without building 
permanent floor to ceiling rooms, so expensive mechanical 
reconfigurations can be avoided and air will flow across the open 
plan area.

Everything has been designed for simple, quick installation  and 
reconfiguration. 

Whether you are designing for workplace, hotel, education 
or leisure environments, Fabricks™ can divide spaces to help 
reduce noise and visual distraction; it’s also the perfect flexible, 
colourful, quick-build wall system for exhibition stands.
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Touch
Designed by David Fox
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Fabricks™ & FourMe® 99
Designed by Nigel Sikora / Strand & Hvass
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WallPod Ear | FourCast2®  Line
Designed by Anders Nørgaard / Strand & Hvass 

FourUs® WallPod gives you the opportunity to exploit every 
square meter of space by creating work areas on underutilised 
walls. Whether you need a comfy spot for a coffee break 
or a practical work facility, FourUs® WallPod is the perfect 
solution for a touchdown area. The design is invitingly shaped 
to bring you comfort and privacy so that you can sit or stand 
undistracted.

Why choose FourUs® WallPod creates work areas in 
underutilised spaces and can be mounted in different height.

Features
Frame: Pine
High quality foam
Fire retardant (BS)
150 x 50 x 30  cm
The WallPod can be separated into parts and recycled
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 Get inspired on instagram
#TouchDownByFourDesign
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FourUs® WallPod Cave gives you the opportunity to exploit 
every square meter of space by creating work areas on 
underutilised walls. Whether you need a comfy spot for a coffee 
break or a practical work facility, FourUs® WallPod is the perfect 
solution for a touchdown area. The design is invitingly shaped 
to bring you comfort and privacy so that you can sit or stand 
undistracted.

Features
Frame: Pine
High quality foam
Fire retardant (BS)
150 x 50  x 107,5 cm
The WallPod can be separated into parts and recycled

   

Why WallPod Cave? 
• Creates work areas in underutilised spaces

• Creates a private space

• Touchdown

• Can be mounted at different heights

FourUs® WallPod Cave
Designed by Anders Nørgaard
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FourUs® WallPod Cave
Designed by Anders Nørgaard
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 Get inspired on instagram
#InnoPodByFourDesign
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 *Visual and acoustic privacy subject to orientation.

InnoPod® is a truly flexible mobile workspace that can be moved 
to create a private area exactly where you need it. Fitted with 
large castors, you can spin InnoPod® round to create a barrier 
against visual and acoustic distraction; you can even quickly 
change the desk height to your desired working style.

InnoPod® is perfect for large spaces, busy areas, or anywhere 
where you need a touchdown workplace. Taking up only about 
1 square meter, InnoPod® s can also be used together to create 
banks of flexible working areas.

Features
InnoPod®  H: 205 cm x W: 130 cm x D: 95 cm
InnoPod Big® H: 205 cm x W: 190 cm x D: 95 cm
Nano-laminate 21 mm table top with impact
Resistant ABS edges in white, anthracite and black
Two desk heights
Table top 49 cm x 81 cm and table top 118 cm by 81 cm
Chair suspension options
Large castors for easy movement
Available in a range of fabrics
EN 1023

   

What the experts say...
This semi-enclosed workstation can be easily 
moved to provide visual and acoustic privacy. 
Where privacy is required, the InnoPod should 
be positioned such that the open sides are not 
orientated towards the listener, and placed in an 
area with adequate ambient noise levels. While 
many booths and screens work best under highly 
absorbent ceilings, the integrated ceiling of this 
product eliminates this requirement.

InnoPod® 
Designed by Anders Nørgaard

8
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Den is a range of acoustic work areas created to make public 
spaces private. The environment we work in has to facilitate 
both the privacy needed to concentrate and the space needed 
to collaborate. Large open spaces with shared working areas 
create lively exciting environments, which cultivate greater 
collaboration. But what happens when you need a quiet area?  
Den reduces visual and acoustic distraction; it is about creating 
the most effective environment for you to work happily and 
efficiently. 

Den’s unique junction system enables numerous configurations 
to be constructed with shared components, unlike other 
acoustic workstations which extend their configurations by 
placing stand-alone units back-to-back. This modular design 
ensures an economical construction, which can be easily 
extended and reconfigured to suit your changing needs. 

Den Sit/Stand
Den Booth is also offered with an electrically controlled sit/stand 
desk to ensure that you change your working position to aid 
health and wellbeing. 

What the experts say...
The sound absorption provided by the Den screen 
prevents sound from being reflected off its surface, 
as it is with typical non-acoustic desk screens. These 
screens also provide a degree of sound attenuation, 
thereby playing a role in reducing the distraction 
distance in offices, creating a more comfortable acoustic 
environment.

Features 
8 styles with an array of accessories
Acoustic panels
Unique junction system with shared components for 
economical construction
Designed to allow numerous configurations and 
reconfigurations including bespoke specials 
Plain and quilted fabrics
Silver or black trim line
Worktops in a variety of finishes with a matching or 
contrasting edge
Worktop sizes of 43mm, 25mm and chamfered 12mm
Soft seating options
Full selection of lighting, power and connectivity options
Electrically operated sit/stand desk available in the Den 
Booth with Linak push button control
Den canopy with light available on Den Diner and Den 
Booth
98% recyclable
5 year warranty

 *Visual and acoustic privacy dependent on height of screen.

Den. 
Acoustic work areas

9 16

Den
Acoustic Workspaces

• 8 styles with specials available
•  Unique junction system uses 

shared components 
• Power, light and data options
• Enhanced acoustic properties
• Easily reconfigured
• Sit Stand option
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 Get inspired on instagram
#DenByFourDesign
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Four®Us
Design - Anders Nørgaard

Four®Us is everything from a classic sofa to an innova-
tive modular Zoning system. It creates a place for you 
with the best conditions for interacting. 
With Four®Us you get a room with better acoustic, 
aesthetic design and diversity – you get a room with 
opportunities.

We have created the comfortable Zoning koncept  
Four®Us together with award winning designer 
Anders Nørgaard. It is visionary, modern and it 
provides a flexible and dynamic solution that invites 
you in. Four®Us meets the need for an informal space 
for contemplation and interaction. 

Whether you need a perfect spot for the coffee break 
or for the informal meeting Four®Us meets all scenar-
ios. The Four®Us family contains several modules and 
countless possibilities. It fulfills the need for perfect 
meeting spot or a casual work facility, it enables the 
ability to achieve concentration and it provides the 
framework and possibility for obtaining peace and in-
tegrity. The forces lies within Four®Us’ ability to easily 
harmonize in any surrounding as well as its versatility.

FourUs® Ear
Designed by Anders Nørgaard
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 Get inspired on instagram
#FourUsByFourDesign
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FourUs® Booth
Designed by Anders Nørgaard

FourUs®  Booth is designed to create a touchdown workplace with the best 
conditions for interacting. With FourUs® you get a space with better acoustic and 
aesthetic design. 

FourUs® is a visionary, modern and it provides a flexible and dynamic solution that 
invites you in. The clean Scandinavian design can be showcased in a wide variety of 
fabric combinations. 

Features
Frame: Pine
High quality foam
Fire retardant (BS)
Shelf at back at 95 cm high
InnoTab® writing table
Metal or wooden legs
Pivot table
Skid frame  options
Tv bracket available
Mounting of electricity options
Magazine holder
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A great little environment for its occupant(s). 

The FourUs® Work Booth offers an alternative space to relax, 
meet and focus. The upholstered sides provide visual barriers and 
the solution holds fantastic acoustic features. The FourUs® Work 
Booth serves as a multipurpose space and is designed to provide 
privacy and flexibility in the workspace. 

Features & Options
Work /Meeting booth fit for 1- 5 people 
Delivered left or right-turned
Pivot smart table in choice of different table tops
Acoustic - reduces ambient noise levels 
Invitingly shaped
Duo-tone upholstery 
Multi-upholstery  
Design references to 50’s classics 
Active seating height 
linking  available
tv bracket option 
shelves, whiteboard and racks available
cable pass-through (via table) 
supportive back cushion
Part of the extensive FourUs® range 
Different configurations: ‘Ear’ or ‘Bench’

FourUs® Work Booth 
Design: Anders Nørgaard
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FourUs® Solo, with its acoustic features and enveloping design, 
solves the need for a comfortable work place or comfy relaxation 
spot for one person.

FourUs® is everything from a classic sofa to an innovative modular 
zoning system. It creates a touchdown workplace with the best 
conditions for interacting. With FourUs® you get a space with 
uptimised acoustic and aesthetic design.

FourUs® range is created by award winning designer Anders 
Nørgaard. It is visionary, modern and it provides a flexible and 
dynamic solution that invites you in. The clean Scandinavian design 
can be showcased in a wide variety of fabric combinations.

Features 
Wooden legs options
Nano laminate 21 mm table tops with impact resistant ABS edges
Standard leg frame black RAL (7021) other colours available on 
request
Linking device and castors options
EN 16139 L2

FourUs® Solo
Designed by Anders Nørgaard
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FourUs® is everything from a classic sofa to an innovative 
modular Zoning system. The solution enables a perfect place 
with the best conditions for interacting.

With FourUs® you get a room with better acoustic, aesthetic 
design and diversity – you get a room with opportunities.

We have created the comfortable Zoning concept FourUs® 
together with award winning designer Anders Nørgaard. It is 
visionary, modern and it provides a flexible and dynamic solution 
that invites you in.  

Whether you need a perfect spot for your coffee break or for an 
informal meeting, FourUs® meets all scenarios. The FourUs® 
family contains several modules and countless possibilities.  
It fulfils the need for the perfect meeting spot, or a casual 
work facility; it enables you to achieve concentration and it 
provides the framework and opportunity to obtain peace and 
quiet. FourUs®’ versatility enables it to easily harmonize in any 
surrounding.

Features
Frame: Pine
High quality foam
Fire retardant (BS)
InnoTab® writing table
Shelf at back at 95cm high
Castors
Metal or wooden legs
Skid frame
Magazine holder
Mounting of electricity options
EN 15139 L2

Why FourUs®? 
• Active sitting height

• No loose cushions

• Easy to clean

• Modules can be linked together

• Part of a larger sofa and pod family

FourUs® Ear
Designed by Anders Nørgaard
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   Have a(n Extra) Seat!

Need a little extra room? Created with your comfort in mind, 
the FourUs® sofas form a place with the best conditions for a 
relaxing break – and with the new and extended 3-Seater, more 
people can join in!

In co-operation with award-winning designer Anders Nørgaard, 
we have created the visionary zoning concept FourUs®. With 
their minimalistic design, the Four Us® sofas are both modern 
and pleasing to the eye. We also considered your comfort and 
designed the sofa with an extra-supportive cushion to take great 
care of your back.

The FourUs® family features several modules and countless 
options when it comes to colour and choice of fabric, thus giving 
you the possibility to personalise your new sofa. With FourUs® 
you get a room with better acoustic, aesthetic design and 
diversity – you get a room with opportunities!

Whether you seek the perfect spot for a coffee break or the 
informal meeting, the FourUs® 3-Seater meets all your needs. 
The forces lie within Four Us®’ ability to easily harmonise in any 
surroundings.

‘Features & Options
Inno®Tab
Wooden legs
Linking Device
Skid frame
Magazine rack

FourUs® 3-Seater
Designed by Anders Nørgaard

FourUs® 3-Seater Bench

FourUs 3-Seater Extension

FourUs® 3-Seater Ear
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FourUs® Corner 
Design: Anders Nørgaard
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FourUs® Corner 
Design: Anders Nørgaard

Cosy Corners and Calm Retreats

Need a break? Designed for privacy and comfort, Four Us® Corner 
is an aesthetic corner sofa that provides the perfect spot for the 
coffee break, encourages social interaction, or creates the best 
frames for an informal meeting.

Whether placed against a wall or in the middle of a larger room, the 
high backs of Four Us® Corner form a room inside the room and thus 
create little oases of peace in different areas of the building. The 
sense of privacy is ensured by the ears of the sofa which create the 
warm and cosy enclosure needed for a calm retreat in a comfortable 
environment.

In co-operation with award winning designer Anders Nørgaard, 
we have created the visionary zoning concept Four Us®. With their 
minimalistic design inspired by Danish 50’s classics, the Four Us® 
sofas are modern and pleasing to the eye. We also considered your 
comfort and designed the sofa with an extra-supportive cushion to 
take great care of your back.

The FourUs® family features several modules and countless 
options when it comes to colour and choice of fabric, thus giving 
you the possibility to personalise your new sofa. With Four 
Us® you get a room with better acoustic, aesthetic design and 
diversity – you get a room with opportunities

Features & Options
Modular and flexible Zoning solution
Mounting of electricity options
Uni- or Multi coloured
Skid frame
Wooden legs
Magazine rack
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FourUs® Cave  
Designed by Anders Nørgaard
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 Get inspired on instagram
#ZoningByFourDesign
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Harc Tub
Designed by Roger Webb Associates
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Harc has been created to facilitate the basic need to listen and 
to provide a comfortable place to reduce the surroundin gnoise. 
The name Harc echoes the arc shape with its sweeping curves 
that wrap around to create a warm and cosy enclosure. 

Features
High back, single seat chair
Fully webbed seat for additional comfort
Powder coated cast aluminium, chrome and wooden
Base options
Powder coating in a variety of colours
Available in fabric or vinyl with two-tone options
Power and data options
Table in a variety of finishes (Booth)
Scatter cushions available
High back tub chairs
Available in fabric, vinyl or leather with two-tone option
Moulded foam for additional comfort and durability
Chrome wire frame, wooden base or polished aluminium
swivel base with tilt and optional self-return
Minimum 95% recyclable
5 year warranty

The Harc range also includes complementary tables & low back.

What we know...
Harc Tub chairs are ideal for areas in which 
seating may be placed back to back, such as 
atriums or waiting areas  
Both Harc Tub chairs provide a greater degree 
of privacy than a typical low-back seat. The Harc 
provides the next level of visual and acoustic 
privacy within the Harc range. Because of the 
relatively enclosed configuration, there are fewer 
direct paths in which sound can travel to nearby 
listeners.
To get the most out of the performance of Harc 
products, they 
should be placed in an area where ambient noise 
levels are 
suitably high and the ceiling above is highly 
absorbent.

Harc Tub
Designed by Roger Webb Associates

5
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The Casino stool range is a great addition to any open space where 
touchdown seating allows people to take a break or catch-up with 
colleagues in an informal environment. The option of a single or 
double crescent enables a multitude of configurations to be created. 
Ball foot brushed chrome or polished chrome legs offer that extra 
finishing touch.

Features
Round, 1 crescent & 2 crescent options
Available in fabric, vinyl and leather
5 year warranty
Minimum 95% recyclable
CMHR foam
Available with ball foot brushed chrome or polished chrome legs

Casino & Stools
Designed by Ocee Design

Stools
Upholstered Stools are the stylish accessory for any contemporary 
reception, touchdown or breakout area. Dot, Dash, Morse, Code and 
Cube offer a range of shapes, heights, leg and castor options to suit 
any requirement.

Features
Dot, tubular design with optional legs in two styles (height 400mm x 
width 470mm)
Dash, square with optional legs in two styles (height 400mm x width 
470mm)
Morse, square with leg or castor options (height 465mm x width 
470mm on castors)
Code, tubular with leg or castor options (height 455mm x width 
470mm on legs)
Cube, (height 500mm x width 465mm)
All available in fabric, vinyl or leather with two-tone options
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 Get inspired on instagram
#FourCastWheelerByFourDesign
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The adjustable FourCast2® Wheeler on castors facilitates 
greater collaboration in the learning environment. The pliant 
back offers you the best support possible and extra features 
can be added to enable better cooperative and agile learning in 
educational establishments and workspaces.

Features
W: 65 cm,  D: 65 cm, sitting H: 41 - 58,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced
Upgrade with InnoTab® later
Griphole
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, GS, EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

   

Why we love Wheeler... 
• You can choose seat or full upholstrery

• You get superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Noise reducing feet and construction

• Option for free float system

• Height adjustable gaslift

• Higher gaslift and footrest options

FourCast2® Wheeler 
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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 Get inspired on instagram
#ByFourDesign
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 Get inspired on instagram
#FourSure66ByFourDesign
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The versatile chair on castors is perfect in the educational 
establishment that facilitates both group work and lecturing. 
Change from lecture-mode to group-work-mode in only 
seconds with optional table top, InnoTab®, cunningly designed 
to offer an ideal solution suited for educational environments.

Features
W: 65 cm,  D: 65 cm, sitting H: 41 - 58,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced
Upgrade with InnoTab® later
Griphole
EN 16139 L2, Ansi/Bifma X 5.1, GS, EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

   

What the grown up kids say...
Both kids and grown up kids love the 66. You find 
it everywhere – from boardrooms to classrooms 
around the world. FourSure 66 is one of our 
greatest examples of how we at FourDesign use 
design thinking; it’s developed by concentrating 
on the needs of the end user. It is the perfect 
education and business chair. So whether you are 
the ceo of a big corporation  or the 3rd grader, 
this is the optimal solution for making listening, 
learning and interacting easier and more fun.

Why we (also) love FourSure® 66...
• You have endless options for seat or inside upholstery

• Superb sitting comfort

• Part of a big chair family 

• Designed and constructed to reduce noise

• You get the option for free float system

• Height adjustable gaslift integrated

• You get the option of adding higher gaslift and footrest

• Higly adjustable

FourSure® 66
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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FourMe® 66 
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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InnoTab® takes learning comfort to a higher level. This 
writing tablet is designed for cooperative learning. Adjust 
the patented, movable writing tablet for your individual use, 
and listen to a lecture or work in small groups. The moveable 
writing tablet gives you easy access to the chair.
With the patented InnoTab®  you can always upgrade your 
FourCast2® Wheeler and FourSure® 66 chairs later for 
maximum utilization in any educational environment.
Like all Four®Design products, it offers you great value for 
money and a lot of flexibility.
The InnoTab® is a Four®Design concept and designed by the 
award winning designers Christina Strand & Niels Hvass.

InnoTab®
Designed by Strand & Hvass

CL
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 Get inspired on instagram
#InnoTabByFourDesign
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FourLearning®
Designed by Strand & Hvass 

FourLearning® is your evident choice for a foldable table in a 
functional and aesthetic design. The table is easily folded by 
one person, and two integrated castors let you handle the table 
without effort.

The table is available in 2 different sizes. It is possible to upgrade 
Four Learning with chair suspensions, linking device and cable 
duct. Four Learning® is designed to match the FourCast2® and 
FourSure® chairs, and can be stacked on trollies.

Features
128 x 64 cm
140 x 70 cm
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black or warm grey 
Chair suspension
Linking device
Trolley for 10 tables
Cable duct
Modesty panel
EN 15372 L2
The table can be separated into parts and recycled

Why FourLearning®? 
• Easily foldable by one person

• 2 integrated castors for easy transportation

• Prepered for chair suspension

• Durable ABS edging
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 Get inspired on instagram
#FourLearningByFourDesign
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Bring elegancy and efficiency in to the meeting and training 
facilities. Comprised of equal parts timeless design and smart 
engineering, FourFold® 4-legged flip-top table provides a super 
intuitive and  highly stable solution fit for various occasions. By 
FourFold®’s intuitive design and movability, the room layout 
can be changed very easily to meet the requirements of various 
applications. The structure brings efficient storage enabling the 
possibility for effectively utilising space. 

Features & options
4-legged flip-top table
Strong and stable 
90 degrees flip
Slanted legs
Chair suspension
Castors are lockable in both roll and turning-function
Optional power grommets and troughs for 
Power and wire management
Heavy duty construction for high use spaces
Locking flip-top (when in use)
Duo-motion flip-up mechanism
Straight nesting
Easy to manoeuvre

Why FourFold? 
• Indiviual adjustement of the chair

• Built-in swivel and free float for superb comfort

• Be in cooperative teams in seconds

• Easy access to all chairs

• Writing tablet can be adjusted individually

FourFold®
Design: Julian Evans & Barry Jenkins
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You can easily adapt your canteen and meeting chairs for 
conference use, simply by attaching the InnoNote® to the 
chairs. The InnoNote® writing tablet matches a 13” PC. It has 
a stylish matt black surface and an integrated cup holder. The 
tablet is foldable and easily detachable from the chair without 
the use of tools.

The Four®Design products match each other, and with the 
InnoNote® you can upgrade the FourCast2® Four/Line and 
FourSure® 44/88 chairs.

The InnoNote® is a Four®Design concept designed by the award 
winning designers; Christina Strand & Niels Hvass.

Upgrade following chairs with InnoNote®: 
FourCast2® Four/Line or FourSure® 44/88.

Features
22,5 x 32,5 x 2 cm.
Frame: Chrome (III) 
Integreted cup holder

Separated into parts and recycled

   

Why choose InnoNote®? 
• Easy foldable and detachable by one person

• It’s easily attatched

• You get to convert a chair in an instant

• Lean and simple design 

InnoNote®
Designed by Strand & Hvass 
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Linking devices 
Designed by Strand & Hvass / Four Design

Maximise safety and convenience with linking devices. 
The linking devices  are developed for spaces that continuously 
reconfigures and are ideal for community halls, canteens, event venues 
and schools. The devices prevent chairs from becoming unintentionally 
unlinked in the case of an emergency.

Both solutions allows the chairs to be rapidly moved apart and linked 
together to form and maintain a row. 

   

Why choose this feature? 
• Reduces cost of labour

• Conforms to fire regulations

• Chairs can quickly and easily be placed in large formations

• Maintains chair placement preventing unintentional 
detatachment
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Custom FourCast2® Audi  installation 
EAL College, Denmark
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FourCast2® and FourSure® Audi provides perfect cooperative 
learning; perfect in auditorium, educational establishments and 
waiting areas.

FourCast2® Audi and FourSure® Audi is designed to offer you 
the maximum comfort and ergonomic support thanks to the 
V-shaped back, the flexible shell and integrated tilt mechanism. 
Adjust the patented, movable writing tablet for your individual 
use, and rest. You can move from lecture to spin to small 
teamworking groups in seconds.

FourCast2® Audi and FourSure® Audi is available in various 
attractive colours and it is possible to upgrade FourCast2® Audi 
with seat upholstery and InnoAudi® (writing tablet) in two sizes.

Features
W: 59 cm, H.:84 cm D: 53 cm, sitting height :45,5 cm
Polyshell in different colours : PP, glassfibre reinforced 
Frame: Chrome (III) / Matt lacquered white , black orwarm grey 
EN 1021-1
Meets the RoHS and REACH directives
The chair can be separated into parts and recycled

   

Why Audi? 
• Indiviual adjustement of the chair

• Built-in swivel and free float for superb comfort

• Be in cooperative teams in seconds

• Easy access to all chairs

• Writing tablet can be adjusted individually

FourSure® | FourCast2® Audi
Designed by Strand & Hvass
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FourSure® | FourCast2® Audi
Designed by Strand & Hvass
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FAMILY
FOURCAST

CAST FOUR

CAST LINE

CAST COUNTER / HIGH

CAST WHEELER

12 pcs.Linking device

35 pcs.Linking device
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FOURMAT

FOURRESTING

FOURSTANDING

LOUNGE INNO®LOUNGE

ONE EVO

XL XL PLUS

TABLETROLLEY
FOURLEARNING -
EATING - MEETING

SIZE

80 x 80 cm
128 x 64 cm
140 x 70 cm
120 x 80 cm
140 x 80 cm
160 x 80 cm
180 x 80 cm
 Ø 120 cm
125 x 125 cm
125 x 140 cm
125 x 144 cm

Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm
60 x 60 cm
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm
80 x 60 cm

140 x 60 cm
140 x 80 cm
180 x 60 cm
180 x 80 cm

180 x 90 cm
200 x 100 cm
240 x 110 cm
300 x 125 cm
440 x 125 cm
510 x 125 cm
Ø 120 cm
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SURE 44

SURE 88

SURE 90/105

SURE 66

12 pcs.Linking device

Linking device 35 pcs.

FAMILY
FOURSURE
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SIZE

128 x 64 cm
120 x 80 cm
140 x 80 cm
180 x 80 cm
Ø 120 cm

SIZE

200 x 100 cm
140 x 100 cm
140 x 100/90 cm

SIZE

140 x 60 cm
140 x 80 cm
180 x 60 cm
180 x 80 cm

REAL 74

REAL 741

REAL 90/105

FAMILY
FOURREAL

SURE 11 SURE 99
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FOURdesign /FOUR REAL tables _2017 FOURdesign /FOUR REAL tables _2017 FOURdesign /FOUR REAL tables _2017 

200cm 160cm140cm

10
0c

m

10
0c

m

10
0c

m
12

8,
8c

m

FAMILY
FOURME

ME LOUNGE

ME 88

ME 66

ME 44

FAMILY
FOURREAL 741 FLAKE

ELIPSE HALF ELIPSEDIAMOND

ME 11 ME 99
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Printet in Denmark

Printed matter
5041 0826
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